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Confrontation

Stagg Explains USF Ticket Fiasco
By DAVE EDWARDS
Assoc. News Editor

Dress Rehearsal is finally
a postponement.

underway for the Magic Flute, after

Magic Flute Opens Tonight
Tonight is the opening night

for the opera workshop produc
of
Mozart's opera The
Magic Flute. The performance
hich begins at 8 p.m. is under
the direction of Dr. Lucas Underood, head of the opera depart
ment. The opera is being perormed in English, with full
itaging and costumes.
There
rill be evening performances Friiay and Saturday nights, and a
tudent matinee on Sunday, be
ginning at 2 p.m. The University
Symphony Orchestra provides
he accompaniment for the proluction. The technical help and
i great deal of the labor and de
ign in set construction has been
contributed by members of the
Stockton Civic Theater.
tion

The opera plot is a mixture of
ove mysticism, and fantasy. The
t°ry was taken from ancient
egend and partly from Masonic
ttual (Mozart was an active

Mason) with a few additions by
the librettist.
Taking the romantic leads are
tenor Bob Rodgers, as Tamino,
and Louise Longley singing the
soprano part of Pamina. The ex
tremely difficult colortura so
prano role of the Queen of the
Night is taken by DeEtta Lawson. The King's part, Sarastro,
is sung by bass Bill Barker. The
comic leads are supplied by Tom
Luna and Bob Harris, alternat
ing in the baritone part of Papageno, and by Wendy Wight as
Papagena.
This production was originally
scheduled for performance early
in January, however, problems of
rehearsal time and vandalism in
the auditorium which finally re
sulted in the purchase of a new
curtain forced the postponment.
The ticket prices are $2.00 for
adults, $1.00 for students and a
$.75 reduced rate for local school
children for the Sunday matinee.

DR. PAUL STAGG, UOP'S
DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS,
explained to the PSA Senate
Monday night the reasons, or the
lack of reasons, which forced
him to limit the number of stu
dent tickets to the UOP-USF
basketball game.
Dr. Stagg's
testimony can be boiled down
to one statement he made early
in his presentation. "We need as
much money as we can get from
the outside."
A L T H O U G H HE CON
FESSED to having the students'
best interests at heart, Dr. Stagg
said a few things which suggest
otherwise:
(1) In the December 10 issue
of the Pacific Weekly, John
Marks, Pacific's Sports Informa
tion Director, reported that there
would be "no limitation on stu
dent attendance for the down
town games."
Admitting that Marks does
speak for his office, Dr. Stagg
said, "Our thought was that we
had held out enough to take
care of it." It then came out that
at the same time as the studens
were being told not to worry
about getting tickets for home
games, the last few tickets for the
USF contest were being sold to
the general public.
Somehow, somewhere, some
body was apparently confused

and the student came out on the
short end.
(2) In the course of a lively
question-answer session that fol
lowed Dr. Stagg's statement, it

PSA Amendment
Election Results
Four of five proposed amend
ments were passed by the student
body in last Friday's PSA elec
tion.
The controversial AWS
amendment removing the AWS
vote from the executive cabinet
failed to receive the required
two-thirds vote, 286 to 264.
Also passed 286 to 264, was the
proposal to raise the present
charge of $22.50 per semester to
cover PSA student body dues to
an even $25. The vote means
the Senate will take the matter
before the Board of Regents for
further action.
J ennifer Lodato was elected
Panhellenic representative to the
Senate and Paul Guffin was
elected off-campus representative.
Other results were: amendment
1, to provide a standing commit
tee for promotion of campus
drives, 479 to 63; amendtnent 2,
providing for a Community Ac
tion Committee to "coordinate
various PSA sponsored programs
of community betterment," 488 to
55; amendment 4, to provide for
all appointments to be for one
academic year, 470 to 71.

was pointed out to the speaker
that the Athletic Board of Con
trol had no knowledge of the
decision to control student tic
kets, and had no part in making
the decision. To this, Dr. Stagg
replied bluntly, "Well, I have
nothing to say on that . . . they
didn't know."
(3) Early in his explanation,
Dr. Stagg said that "We're run
ning a first-class
basketball pro
gram." Then a few minutes later
he negated this statement when
he admitted that Pacific was pre
empted from using the Civic
Auditorium because a St. Mary's
High School Father's Club was
holding a dance there.
(4) When asked, "What is
the overall general policy of the
athletic department in relation to
the student body with their stu
dent body tickes?", Dr. Stagg
replied "I don't think the policy
has been clarified."
What does this Stagg-Senate
confrontation mean to the stu
dent body? Probably the best
explanation can be drawn from
a statement by PSA President
Smiley Verduzco. Speaking of
the student's right to a seat on
the strength of his student body
card, Verduzco observed, "When
we buy our student body cards,
this is a season ticket, a secondclass season ticket, but even so
a season ticket."

OPC Awards Pacific Weekly Top Honors
NEW

YORK (OPC), Feb. 17
The nation's top honors for
journalism were preto five campus newspapers
three college newsmen this
jast weekend. They received
"tit awards on Feb. 6 before an
wdience consisting of 250 of
""t fellow journalists and Sen
ior Robert F. Kennedy of New
0rk, at a banquet at Columbia
-•riversity that capped the
'gnth annual college editor's
:oi,ference.
dinners in the annual search
°r outstanding college writing,
^nducted by the Overseas Press
and financed
by the Read
's digest Foundation, included:
e
Michigan Daily, Drake
"Ues-Delphie, Pacific Weekly,
arnilton Spectator, LaSalle Cole
eg'an
Peter McDonough
ancl
'chigan Daily), David Flint
ashington State Daily Everand Kathy Vanzi (St.
n s University Downtowner).
Tk
. ne prize winners each relVed an Overseas Press Club

plaque and a $75 cash prize from
the Reader's Digest.
THE AWARDS BANQUET
was the high point of a fourday conference that began at the

OPC Friday evening (Feb. 4)
with talks by former White
House aide Theodore Sorensen
and New York Times correspon
dent Max Frankel. The meeting

New York Senator Robert F. Kennedy congratulates Dave Frederickson representing The Pacific Weekly, winner of an award
for the best story or series by a paper publishing once weekly
or less.

continued on Saturday with bud
ding journalists and professional
newsmen gathering in panels to
discuss such thorny problems of
world affairs as Viet Nam, DeGaulle and Red China. The
Conference concluded (Feb. 7)
with a special briefing for the
college editors by state depart
ment and HEW officials.
Senator Kennedy, the featured
speaker at the awards banquet,
spoke informally and engaged in
a question-and-answer
session
with the student editors. The
majority of the queries con
cerned Viet Nam.
THE COLLEGE EDITOR'S
CONFERENCE is co-sponsored
by the United States Student
Press Association, a 230-member
confederation of campus news
papers.
A Complete Listing of
First Place Winners
1. The Michigan Daily (Uni
versity of Michigan at Ann
Arbor). Best overall coverage
by a college daily of national
and international affairs.

2. The Drake Times-Delphic
(Drake University, Des Moines,
Iowa). Best coverage by a paper
publishing two or three times
weekly.
3. The Pacific Weekly (Uni
versity of the Pacific, Stockton,
Calif.) and Hamilton College
Spectator (Clinton, N.Y.). Tied
for best story or series by a paper
publishing weekly or less.
4. Peter McDonough (Michi
gan Daily). Best example of
opinion writing in daily news
paper.
5. David Hint (Daily Ever
green, Washington State Univer
sity,
Pullman,
Wash.)
Best
opinion writing in a two or threetimes-weekly.
6. The LaSalle Collegian (La
Salle College, Phila.)
Be s t
opinion writing in a paper pub
lishing weekly or less.
7. Kathy Vanzi (St. John
University, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Downtowner).
Best story of
series on any off-campus issue in
a paper of any size and frequen
cy.
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Editorial

Dr. Stagg Shows Incredible
Disregard for Student Body

Hi

1

IF: I

PACIFIC WEEKLY

Reader's Stump

February 18

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

St. John's Action

Dear Editor,
I see by the actions of the
Pacific Student Association Sen
THE APPEARANCE OF Dr. Paul Stagg, UOP athletic di ate that the student body legis
rector before the PSA Senate last Monday evening was hard to be lators have again signed the name
lieve. It is incredible that a man in his position could show the of the general student body to a
amazing disregard for student rights that he displayed in that letter to the strikers at St. John's.
There they go again — up on that
hearing.
rock of Justice.
WITH NO APPARENT twinges of conscience he admitted
I can see nothing wrong with
putting an arbitrary limit on the number of student tickets, and he members of the PSA supporting
stated flatly that he had no comment on the fact that the Athletic any cause that they feel is worth
Board of Control was not consulted in making his decision. He their time; however I also feel
that since they are legislators and
even acknowledged albeit grudgingly that the PSA Card is indeed
not pundits they should read the
a season ticket, yet he did not explain why those 1950 tickets were purposes of the student body as
not counted with the odier season passes in estimating game at set forth in their guide book —
tendance.
the PSA constitution. There have
INSTEAD HE READILY admitted that the game was almost been three examples of this type
of legislation go through the
sold out a month ago, or about the time his office assured the Weekly
senate in the last year and a half.
that there would be no limitation on student tickets for downtown The first was the stand against
games, (including USF) except for a time limit. Such brazen dis Proposition 14 — a very good
honesty is an insult to the students of this University, as are the stand, well thought out — but
absurd attempts that some people have made to justify the situation. then not really thought out at
WE HAVE BEEN confronted with the story that the students all. Then there was also the nice
gesture of writing the President
£p. PERHAPS voa AMP HELEN COULV SUG6ES1
didn t support the team when it was losing therefore the townspeople
a letter on Viet Nam. Again a
SOMETHING PESlQES 6O\H&T0 A
should get first choice now, a nifty way out except for one point. good idea but not too well
The townspeople didn't back them either and the students still had thought out. Then we come to the instead of your titles.
Those for the band leader but thi
St. John's strike — this time a titles are only supposed to be did not seem to enjoy i
to pay their fees, while the citizenry stayed home free.
ANOTHER LINE OF thought is that the auditorium can't hold letter and $50 of moral support. used on official business using neither did a great many <
I am not objecting to any of the them in letters gives the reci fans. I have seen this pet
all of the students anyway so a limit doesn't hurt. Again something
Senators expressing their ideas pient of the letter the idea that ance before with our owi
is afoul. Dr. Stagg told the Senate that the auditorium would hold on any subject that they would
the general student body is be Girls and thought it som
about 2500 rooters, had he read the record he would have found please. I agree fully with Mr. hind the cause — unless this
clumsy then. However, wl
that 3400 attended the game, a mere difference of 900 people and Johnson's ideas that education power is delegated OR unless a is repeated twice in the
should not end in the classroom. survey of the campus is taken night with visitors, Ithink ;
considerably more than UOP's enrollment.
FINALLY WE HAVE the "official line", which is the most in This is a part of the University then the Senate should refrain should be called, perhaps t
community — but let them re from using the name of the PSA. Student Body. Surely this
tolerable of all. This is Dr. Stagg's contention that student rooters
member that this is a University
evidence of the kind of s
Jon Brown, D.U.
only pay five cents a game. The fallacy here is twofold. First, the community and not a forum. The
manship that Pacific wan
PSA only makes its allotment in two lump sums, and the Athletic job of the PSA senate is big
project to other inter-coll
Department handles the distribution of those funds to various enough — there are a great many
competitors.
sports. Second, and most important, the eight dollars each student problems that go unsolved. There Dear Editor:
Monroe H. Hess,
are no provisions in the constitu
pays through his student body card is in reality only a small part
Those
members
of
the
Student
tion that give the senate the right
of his contribution to UOP athletics. Through the rather high or the ipower to express their Body and Faculty who were able
tuition on this campus every one of the students contribute toward ideas as those of the student body to see the Pacific-USF basket
SUMMER JOBS WI1
the coaches salaries, the players' scholarships, and the operational — on such issues as those not di ball game last Saturday night
POST OFFICE
were treated to a real thrill.
expenses of the department. In other words, the student body has rectly concerned with the PSA.
Feb.
24,
1966 is the la:
For many, winning the game
In other words — fine, discuss
a major, tangible, and compulsory financial investment in the athletic
to
apply
for
this year's
is
the
only
element
of
import
the issues of the day, maybe even
program far above the PSA fee and far above that of most of the send some letters but not in the ance; and yet I am sure that Dick
Office examination for si
In March
"paying" audience. Perhaps it would be well for Dr. Stagg to name of all the students of the Edwards has done more than employment.
consider that fact the next time he feels the urge to ignore the University. A simple change in just produced a winning team. Post Office will administer v
Perhaps one of the goals of in tests in over 1000 cities al
guaranteed rights that belong to the people who pay at least 75 the wording of the signature
ter-collegiate competition is to the country, including Sto
would
not
involve
the
general
per cent of his salary . . . the Pacific students. — Dave Frederickson
sportsmanship. Oakland, and San Francisc
student body — sign your names sharpen good
This was eminently illustrated in the basis of these tests, s
last Saturday's game — no tech assistants will be hired foi
nical fouls were called on either porary, summer employmen
side.
limited number of Post (
As a spectator it seemed to me throughout the U.S.
that perhaps two technicals
Applicants must be at le
should have been called. The
I am writing this in an effort the Athletic Department and
day the week of the game, The first time perhaps the call might years old at the time of ap
to clear up the confusion and un there was concern then about the
ment, and they may not b
motion passed.
have been questioned, but when
rest which were results of the effect on the freedom of student
or daughters of postal empl
Tickets
for
the
Santa
Clara
the action was repeated, definitely
ticket sales from last week's game attendance at games. However,
with the University of San Fran it was understood that the prime game consequently will be issued a technical should have been
Applications for the ex:
Feb. 21, 22, 10 to 5 and no ticket
cisco.
reason for issuing the student, limit will be imposed. After the called. I am referring to the way tion and more informatioi
in which our Pacific Pep Band
Several university catalogues ticket was to provide some basis
be obtained from Mrs. Lip
5 p.m. deadline Tuesday, all tic
state that student body dues per
for estimating student attendance kets will be sold to the public. treated the song girls from USF. the Office of Financial Aid
Speeding up and slowing down 109 Administration Bldg.
mit us to attend ALL athletic leaving free a specific number of
The Senate will be negotiating the tempo may have been fun
events free of any additional tickets for the public.
with the Athletic Department for
charge. Last Fall, John Marks
Also, the student tickets ori
stated in the Pacific Weekly that ginally meant a time limit not a a more workable contract that
there would be no restriction on number limit. The present prob will be in the best interest of both
parties.
the amount of student tickets lem arose when there was a ticket
It is also hoped that this prob
issued, excluding the three games limit on U.S.F. student tickets
Pllhlichnfl on
„ r?
—
played in the Pacific pavilion. The and not a ticket time limit. lem is recognized by the admin
yearPby1hfpincifTcri|^dentTs7oc?atdi^.aCademiC W6ek dUrin* the
istration
and
a
new
pavilion
will
Senate accepted this statement This limitation was in direct op
as secSnd <Jass matter October 24. 1924, at the Post Office
nn
California under the act of March 3, 1879.
unice
and past contracts between the position to all previous statements be considered in the near future. iton,
We
will
keep
the
student
body
P.S.A. and the Athletic Depart from tlie Athletic Department.
Dave Frederickson — Editor-in-Chief
informed of progress with this
ment on the conviction that the
What is in the future? Mon problem.
News Editor
Nancy Smith
Photography
Steve
integrity of the Athletic Depart day, Feb. 14, Dr. Paul Stagg
Associate News Ed
Dave Edwards
Andy Butcher, Gary
I would also like to thank the Special Assignments .. Lynn Gaskins
ment was sound.
called a meeting of the Athletic
..... Bob Harris
Office Mgr. Margaret Fredei
The Athletic Department at Board of Control and the prob student body for recognizing the Sports
Business Mgr
Steve Aizenberg
need
to
increase
the
student
body
Advisor
Eugene C
tempted to anticipate the student lem was discussed. Since many
attendance at the U.S.F. game students will want to attend the dues. If there are still questions,
Advertising Mgr
jim Mair
and therefore sold a number of Santa Clara game, and others, I I would be more than happy to Reporters: Jon Brown, Martin Carah, Sylvia Chappell, Cathy D'Amico
visit any living groups and an DePue, Ted Field, Steve Franklin, Janelle Gobby, Dennis Honeychurch
tickets to the public.
moved that students be able to
Leave, Bob Lee, Mary Murphy, Kathryn Naylor, Don Payne Ch
The idea of issuing student pick up tickets for games on the swer those questions.
Raymond, Jim Simpson, Rob Tat, Leslie Xelinsky.
Smiley Verduzco
tickets was initiated last year by Monday, Tuesday, and Wednest:U:TiSJne staff: Kitty B"cquet, Jo-Nee Piepgras, Tom Waters: Bi
P.S.A. President
Staff: Carol Horton.

UOP Fouls USF

An Open Letter

PSA Card Is Ticket to All Events

Pacific Weekly

I

llimjMui

february

18, 1966

Ken nedy
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on Vietnam

gombing Will Never Win The War
PAVE FREDERICKSON
By1
Editor-in-Chief

we have a committment
keep- I'm not 'n favor
Pu^"
10 out of Vietnam but neither
I in favor of staying a day
longer than necessary.
pFe war there will not be won
militarily, we must make it a socjj| economic, and political war",
^5 Senator Robert F. Kennedy
utnmarized his position on VietjaIn, to the 250 college editors
fjj0 were present at the Awards
Banquet of the Overseas Press
Editor's Conference held
at Columbia University.
The Senator went on to say
j,at the emphasis must be
(ocused on "land reforms, edumtional opportunity, honest gov.rnment, and agricultural aid."
f we don't move our attention
this area, Kennedy believes
We are going to have trouble."
{t feels "the Pentagon view"First

WHEN YOU WANT

BOOKS
VISIT

The BOOKMARK
2103 PACIFIC AVE.
466-0194

point is the wrong emphasis.'
On the subject of negotiations
the Senator said, "The Viet
Cong and the North Vietnamese
feel that we are going to give this
struggle up, but we are not until
it comes to a conference table,
but that will be a long time."

In answer to the question "do
you, believe we should negotiate

Sorority Hopefuls
Receive Bids
Ending several weeks of in
formal rushing, three of Pacific's
five sororities issued open bids
to sixteen Pacific women.
Accepting bids from Delta
Delta Delta were: Sharon Engstrom, Louise Gibbons, Marti
Gillis, Nadine Jackson, Janet Lis
ter, Sally Rhoades, Sue Wright.
Kappa Alpha Theta was accepted
by: Mary Hamilton, Carolyn
Johnson, Margaret Meek, Janis
Miller, Barbara White.

many cases students have weakwith the National Liberation
Front," Kennedy barked out a
one word reply . . . "yes," to
the apparent satisfaction of his
audience.
When asked what he thought
of the resumed bombing of
North Vietnam the wily politic
ian replied that he thought
"Johnson did everything possible
before resuming the raids," but
he hastened to add "In my judg
ment that will not give us a sat
isfactory solution to Vietnam"
adding that "I had questions about resumption, in that too
much attention was on the bomb
ing. We can do much better than

R. D. Peters

Gamma Phi Beta was joined
by: Pamela Driver, Sherry Pur
ple, Marilyn Robinson, Susan
Smith.
Open bidding on the Pacific
campus has taken the place of
Spring sorority rush.
Women
now formally rush only once a
year in September before classes
begin for the Fall semester.

PICTURE YOURSELF
IN LADYBUG CLOTHES
Put yourself in
this picture.
Notice how crisp,
neat, clean,
alert, intelligent,
vigorous, adaptable3
well-read, enthusiastic, fresh, and
confident you look. Nice, isn't it?
Now picture yourself picking out
Fall's LADYBUGS from our collection...
shirts and skirts, sweaters, suits,
jumpers, and dresses. Fun isn't it?

Richard D. Peters, Editor of the
New York World-Telegram and
Sun reflects momentarily before
answering a question from the
audience. Peters was a keynote
speaker at the Editors Confer
ence. Among other things he ex'
pressed the opinion that the American people have been kept
extremely well informed on
events in the Vietnam War and
that the coverage has been most
reliable.

turning their backs to the needs
of humaninty.
we have in the other areas of
education, land reform, and so
forth."
Other questions which brought
a rise from the New York legis
lator covered such topics as birth
control, which he feels is a per
sonal matter, repeal of Section
14B of the Taft-Hartly Law,
which he favors, and student dis
sent. On the latter topic he feels,
"In general it is good, but in

For French majors intending
to teach in elementary or second
ary school — Tufts University is
conducting an NDEA Summer
Language Institute, June 20 to
August 5.
The program will consist of in
struction in oral and written
French, applied linguistics, civili
zation of France, explication de
texte. Co-curricular activities will
include workshops, symposia on
French history and sociology,
visits to art museums, and other
activities.
A maximum of twelve credits
may be earned. Participants will
be required to live in the French
House.
Costs are: $15 room;
$15-20 per week, meals. Partici

The Senator

refrained from

giving a formal speech, choosing
instead to hold a lively diaglogue
with the visiting editors, finishing
up with a brief plea for college
students to accept their responsi
bility. in the world rather than

pants may receive a $75 per week
stipend under the NDEA.
Criteria for admission are:
junior standing during academic
year 1965-66; major in French
with completion of "third-year"
course; "B" average in all
courses, and letter of recommen
dation from advisor; and indica
tion of intent to become elemen
tary or secondary teacher in
French.
Further information and appli
cations available from: Professor
Loretta A. Wawrzyniak, Director
NDEA French Institute (Miner
Hall), Tufts University, Medford, Massachusetts 02155. Dead
line for receipt of applications is
March 21, 1966.

Methodist Student Movement Plans
Panel on University Housing
With an eye toward the nottoo-distant future, the Methodist
Student Movement has announc
ed that it will sponsor a panel dis
cussion concerning the problems,
past and present, that exist in
Pacific housing. Those included
on the panel which will meet
Fe bruary 27 are campus architect
Leonard Abbott, Paul Fairbrook,
Robert Winterberg, and two Pa
cific students.

THE HOUSE
OF QUALITY
Phone 463-4952

Secure your

AMERICAN AIRLINES
I
YOUTH FARE IDENTY CARD
as well as all arrangements
for domestic and international travel
from

CHARLES TRAVEL SERVICE
1700 Pacific Avenue - 466-4181
1206 J STREET - MODESTO

fication.

NDEA Offers French Awards

1603 PACIFIC AVENUE

'Axrurvx -f-puuAX-

ened their cause by their radical
approach." Kennedy does not
believe student dissenters should
be threatened with draft reclassi

Joe Johnson has agreed to
moderate the discussion, which
will center around the theme of
"Saga of the Sad Pad."
The MSM has decided to pre
sent this forum at this time since
the plans for the new dorms are
in the formative stages and
Abbott has expressed his willing
ness to talk with and take sugges
tions from interested students.
At this meeting, Abbott hopes
he will be able to find
out
what the students think about
their present living conditions.
After the panel discussion, the
meeting will be open to questions
and discussion from the audience.

Pinnings & Engagements
Pinnings:
Sue Paden, Quad V, to Mar
shal Wilkins, Alpha Kappa
Lambda.
Barbara Biggs, Alpha Chi
Omega, to Phil McRae, Phi Delta

GIFTS
PARTY SUPPLIES
ART SUPPLIES

200 West Harding Way - 466-0911

3220 Pacific Avenue
Phone 466-7031

Where Pacific Avenue Begins

Free Delivery and Gift Wrap
OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS
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Student Teaching Is Good Field Traininc
By KATHRYN NAYLOR

F^,- y KATHRYN NAYLOR
For
the past eight years nearly
ror tne
everyone has had his say about
teachers and teaching. Has this
intense interest had any effect on
the preparation of teachers? The
following story, the first
in a
series, explores student teaching.
Next: The effectiveness of UOP's
program.
"Student teaching can be
looked upon as field experience
really. It's major goal is to give
a prospective teacher actual train
ing in the classroom under the
guidance
of
an
experienced
teacher so that when the student
takes over a classroom in his first
teaching assignment, he will have
sufficient know-how and be able
to carry on with a minimum of
supervision."
Thus Dr. Lloyd
H. King, professor of education
and chairman of the Department

of Curriculum and Instruction,
outlined
~
outlined tLe
the purpose
of the
Pacific student teaching program
which every year enables from
fifty to sixty students to become
successful teachers at all school
levels. He added that the program includes student teaching
in elementary and secondary
schools, as well as in the junior
college.
Before any student can become
involved in the teaching program
he must be admitted to the
School of Education. Then he
must also take a special curricu
lum and instruction course (Ed.
134 at the elementary level; Ed.
174 for teaching in the secondary
school). According to Dr. King,
' The course involves five hours
a week of class time throughout
the semester and therefore gives
the instructor an opportunity to

not only know the student well,,
p... also
_i.J to estimate his potential
but
as a prospective teacher. If the
instructor has any doubts as to
the student's sincerity in his de
sire to teach, then a credential
meeting is held to make a final
determination. A student who
lacks either potential or real in
terest in teaching can then be
given guidance in choosing an
other field of study."
Upon successfully completing
either Ed. 134 or Ed. 174, the
student is ready fo ran assign
ment as a student teacher. At
this time a requisition is filed
with either the county personnel
office or with the city superin
tendent, who in turn notify the
various elementary and secondary
school principals of the need for
supervising teachers. It is then
up to each principal to select the

teachers who will train the students.
According to Dr. King, "It
would seem at this point that the
School of Education has no con
trol over what teachers will
minister to its students. On the
contrary. A college supervisor,
representing the School of Edu
cation, is sent to every school to
judge the ability of the teachers
in question.
He determines
whether or not the teacher is ade
quate for the job. His determi
nation does not necessarily re
flect the ability of the teacher to
teach, but rather his ability to
train the student. In any case,
if a teacher is rated 'poor' by
the college supervisor, he is not
used as a trainer for two years.
Then, after that time, another
student teacher is assigned to him
and a different supervisor is sent
to give him a new rating. There
is a change in supervisors because
often a poor rating is the particu
lar judgment of one individual
and not that of another. At any
rate, a fairly close tab is kept on
the teachers as to their ability to
do the job."
Although thi srating system
has been in operation at the
elementary level for years, it has
just been introduced into the sec
ondary level this past fall. The
change can be attributed mainly
to the efforts of Dr. King, who
in the fall of 1965 was given full
charge of secondary education.
(He was already head of educa
tion on the elementary level.)

Just $3.00 gets you one of these so you
can fly to most major cities in the West
for lk fare on Western Airlines
n you're 12 through 21, you can fly Western for % the Jet Coach fare to any U S city
on Western s system (except between cities in California), when space is available at time
eparture. (We do have to let our other passengers and military "standbys" board
first.) You can get your y2 fare ticket in advance at any Western Airlines office, airport
ticket counter or Travel Agency. And we'll honor either Western's own Youth Fare "I D »
card or one issued by another airline. Just present this application at any Western Airhim^officejvith^3.00 and proof of age. Or if you wish, you can mail it.

and their abilitv to cret th<
! '
*
'
ial across to the class. I
tion, he pays close atten
how the student handles tl
room situation. The su]
accomplishes this throug
odic visits to the various
The information he ga,
extremely valuable to the
ment in determining the si
teaching potential."
At the elementary level
dent teacher is required t
a study load of at least t
not more than fourteen
semester. (Ten of these u
volve the actual student
ing). He works in the clas
teaching part-time, all da
for one semester. For i
three weeks in that time
complete charge of the clas
Every seven weeks the s
teacher is given a new assig
so that he is exposed to
tirely new group of sti
Why the change? Dr.
says that "after 7 weeks tl
dent has learned all there
learn in that particular cla
uation" and that "a new
ment will give him that
more experience in how to i
the classroom."
Dr.
also mentioned that "sino
is such a shortage of elett
school teachers in the sta
student at this education
may teach at the end o
years and pick up his lift
(thirty units) any time wi
seven-year period.

The work load of the
date for secondary school
Dr. King stated that "the col ing is also fourteen units
lege supervisor, as well as rating mum per semester. Howev
experienc edteachers, also takes must complete his fifth
yi
careful note of student teachers school before he can obta
credentials and begin work
own. As a student teachi
has charge of two classes
day (one in his major an
in his minor), and his tea
assignment remains the
throughout the semester.
2106 PACIFIC AVENUE
Dr. King stated, "The I
student teaching program
PHONE 465-3497
the prospective teacher
chance to become adjusted i
Boutique Items
future career. Within the
gram the student can not
1/2 Off
make minor changes in the
(Continued on page 7)

BECHLOFF'S

BEAUTY SALON

Records
Phonos

Compone
T. V.

WESTERN AIRLINES, 6060 Avion Drive, Los Angeles, Calif. 90009
1. NAME

2. DATE OF BIRTH

Please print

Month

3. HOME ADDRESS
Street

City

Day

State

4. SCHOOL OR OCCUPATION

Year

Zip Code

6130 Pacific Avenue - 477-0082

(Class of

5. SCHOOL OR BUSINESS ADDRFSS
Street

fakWwHalttu&k

State

Zip Code

In Marengo Center

Address to which card is to be sent: • Home • School or Business
6. PROOF OF AGE. (Any one o, those shown below.) Do no, mail Oocum.nt, Just lis, number and state in which issued.
Birth Certificate:

Driver's License:

Number

State

Passport:
Number

Place of Issue

School Record:
Student Card Number

7. MALE • FEMALE•
10. ENCLOSE $3.00:

Number

State

Number

Stats

Draft Card:

8. COLOR OF HAIR

• Check

Other: (specify)
School

9. COLOR OF EYES.

• Money Order (not refundable. Do not send cash)

11. SIGNATURE

Subject to Government approval. Not valid between cities in ratifyi~~
'
or on these dates: April 7, November 23, November 27, December 15 through 2^19^ ,W'th an out-°f-state ticket;
8n
i95°; January 2 tHrough 4, 1967.

Adding Machines & Typewriters
Rentals—
Rent to try—wiu apply If you buy
Weekly—Monthly—Quarterly
All Makes—Standard
Portables and Electric Models
Easy "PENNIES A DAY" plan

\San Qoumun
[BUSINESS MACHINES

Phone HO 5-5881
114 N. California St.

„,ary 18*

ins Moving for
gdent Union
i Year Passes
University Center
mittee met recently and Stu[ Association P r e s i d e n t
i„v Verduzco reported on the
mittee's work to date. "We
ined what we, the committee,
ght we would need in a Unifty Center and then took it
iCi(ic's

'resident Burns."

President stated that a
jom selection of Pacific's stuout
ts should be made to find
they wanted in the
ct[y what
[dingThis all took place
rtly before Christmas vaca, During the vacation break
^bers of the committee visited
iroximately
125 college and
versity
campuses, to study
jr student unions, noting the
d and bad factors of each.
^fter the break, the random
•ction of Pacific's students was
en and broken down into four
egories.
They were: Recreat rooms, business offices, eduional rooms, and miscellanis activity rooms.
[he next problem facing the
nmittee was keeping the prot before the student body. Dislys are to be placed in various
>,s around the campus, and all
•as on the project are to be
iblished.
Financially, the Center is still
,t in the immediate future. At
e end of the school year eighty
ousand dollars will have been
ised toward the Center. The
mmittee has also studied ways
successfully
investing
the
Dney they have already ac-

Revolutionary Concept

English Department Proposes New Approach
n

'—• .n

* -—• ..m

By CHRIS LEAVE

"A tremendously challenging
and interesting new program,"
Academic Vice President Wallace
B. Graves described the proposed
Graduate English Teacher Train
ing Institute recently submitted
to the Federal Office of Educa
tion by Drs. William O. Binkley,
Louis Leiter, and Eugene C. Ross
of the COP English department.
According to Ross, the federal
government each year divides a
block of scholarships selectively
among American colleges and
universities
for developmental
teaching programs. "UOP's pro
gram proposal," he explained, "is
somewhat revolutionary and an
exciting new exploration into the
field of English teacher training."
Leiter, who has wide experience
with American English graduate
programs, feels that UOP's pro
posed Institute is especially im
pressive because of its "architec
ture." "Generally schools build
a graduate program somewhat
haphazardly, fitting
classes and
subjects into time periods avail
able," the Institute committee re
ported. "The student, then, must
take this and that whenever he
can — one semester of each topic,
similar to the way he did as an
undergraduate, in most cases.
His study may be inclined to lose
more or less of its coherence and
meaning.
"IN ADDITION, GRADU
ATE teacher trianing is fre
quently difficult for the teacher to
apply in his classroom. It is not
geared as much as it could be to

lired.
In January still another probtn arose when Committee Presi:nt Dick Sparks graduated. In
loosing a new president, Veriizco said: "We wanted to
loose someone who could stay
ith the project for two or three
tars. We believe we came up
ith a fine young man in Fresh
en Dave Kamback."

Beat
The
Waves
Visit Our Fine Cosmetic
epartment for Beauty Advice
— We Feature —
Revelon — Bonnie Bell
elena Rubinstein—Allecreme
Dorothy Gray—Max Factor
— Fragrances —
Shalimar — Faberge
My Sin — Mary Sherman
Arpage — Jean Nate
Worth — Madam Rochas
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, , |
practicality," they concluded.
"But UOP Institute architecture
is quite different."

"We are not proposing new
subject matter," Ross said. "We
believe that our construction ma
terials are sound, but we wish to
put them together in a new de
sign, a more congruent, meaning
ful pattern. The subject is pri
mary. We would like to see it
taught in new contexts which
would revitalize English itself for
teachers and consequently for
students."

t
_ t_
1 interrelations
in,.rri>1,l<nnC
relationships
and
of all its components — and how
to communicate them effectively
in the classroom."
"This program has a distinct
propensity for stimulating cre
ativity, not only in thinking, but
also in communicating," Binkley
went on. It is designed for 36

students,
all high school English
^rildentS. all'
teachers desiring a degree in their
field, which would be awarded by
UOP. Four to five UOP English
professors would probably be in
volved, according to the proposal.
THE INSTITUTE WOULD
students.
Intellectual coopera(Continued on page 8)

The Institute's architecture or
teaching design is drafted upon
the theory that more clarity and
significance will be achieved if
time is shaped to subject matter
rather than if subject matter is
molded into whatever time is
available, in the traditional man
ner.
COURSES WILL BE flexible
and1 coherent. "If a subject can
be covered in a few weeks, why
drag it out for a semester," Bink
ley questioned, "and, likewise, if
a topic demands more thorough
exploration for vital understand
ing, why hedge and cram it into
a short fixed
span?" "We want
so to speak, to begin from a point
and expand our view multidimensionally," added Ross, "until, at
the end of the year, we see a
panorama of the field of English,
knowing and understanding the

STUDENTS
This is what
you need for
your Lab. Classes

ELGIN BRACELETTE.The eye catching bracelet
and fine Elgin watch blend perfectly together
This dependable Elgin timepiece has a 19-jewel
American made, shock-resistant movement and
Elgin's unbreakable mainspring.

G. V. SMITH
Jewelers
336 Lincoln Shopping Center

Records
(Discount Prices)

Stereo Sets
(portable componets
consoles)

T. V.

EVERYTHING UNDER ONE

ALL COTTON
f«>m $3-98
oLENDS
$8 98, $9.98
OTHER STYLES
3.98 to 14.98
Men and Women
LAB COATS
$5-98
Use Your Bankamericard
or our Lay-Away Plan

ROOF AT

ELMA JAYNE'S

(battery—portable—color)

Musical Instruments
(guitars - music accessories)

MIRACLE

®oooo
Castle and Pacific
Phone 466-4388
Open Nightly till 9:00

UNIFORMS

Pausons

Fashions for Men and Women

6832 Pacific Ave.
Next to Pacific Motors

4774720
I
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"Their Finest 40 Min. / /

UOP Over USF A Night For Superlativ
'49 Pacific Marched on Chronicle
66 Sports Editor Jumps S. I.
Back in 1949 Pacific students staged a march on the San Francisco
Chronicle in behalf of a winning football team that was receiving
only passing notice from, the press. ("Undefeated and Uninvited.")
The following letter, addressed to the editors of Sports Illustrated
magazine, is reprinted here in lieu of an extended march east of
of the Mississippi. Read on . . .
Sirs:
It was with great interest if not
a little surprise that I read your
feature coverage of the USF
Dons in the Feb. 14 issue. I was
surprised to note that the UOP
T i g e r s had apparently been
dropped from the league and that
they were no longer tied with the
Dons for the league lead.
I don't imagine that I was any
more surprised than the Dons
themselves, who, believing their
press clippings (and not believ
ing in the fabled SI jinx) came
into a bit of a manhandling, if
not an education, in Stockton at
the hands of those same Tigers.
I imagine that Joe Ellis was sur
prised to note that he had scored
but two points in the first half,
and that Erwin Mueller had been
played to a standoff by Keith
Swagerty who also happens to be
the nation's third leading rebounder. The Dons might also
have been a bit surprised at the
21 point second half performance

— eight of nine from the floor
— by Tiger guard Bruce Parsons.
I don't suppose that Mr. Peletta
was too surprised at the reaction
of his ulcer, although it might
have been a bit unexpected.
It is quite satisfying to find out
that USF is the "elete" of the
WCAC for when you have com
pletely outplayed the "elite" in
40 minutes of basketball you have
a rather significant accomplish
ment on your hands.
I suppose the only ones who
weren't completely surprised were
Keith Swagerty, Bob Krulish (the
reason for Joe Ellis's night
mares), David Fox and the rest
of a well-coached basketball team
which is still waiting for some of
the press coverage it deserves. I
guess that a 1 5-4 record does not
merit a little space for Coach
Edwards and the Tigers, but then
they haven't given him an ulcer
yet.
Bob Harris, Sports Editor
Pacific Weekly

It was a night for superlatives.
As the Stockton Record so aptly
summed it up, "This was their
finest 40 minutes." After the
opening minute of play there
could be no doubt that it was a
different team than the one
which faced Santa Clara on Friday. USF, elated by the three
page spread in a certain national
magazine, and perhaps a bit com
placent after a look at the morn
ing papers finally
woke up and
called time out after the score
had run up to 12 to 4, but from
that point on there was no catch
ing the Tigers. They never trailed
throughout the ball game and at
one point the lead was stretched
to 18 points. There was little
doubt in the minds of anyone
present that if the Tigers had
wanted to run up a score they
would have had little trouble in
matching the 104 points scored
by the Dons against the Bengals
last season in San Francisco.
Pacific's last twelve points came
on free throws as the Tigers
passed up shot after shot from
close range rather than surrender
the ball. The Tigers successfully
stalled away better than ten min

utes of playing time with beau

was between the big men -

tiful ball handling and amazing
dribbling by junior guard David
Fox. At one point Fox drew a
standing ovation as he brought
the ball up court alone through
a four man press attempted by
the Dons.

win Mueller and Keith Sws
Here the statistics are just
even as the two best pivot m

the west coast fought i
throughout the entire gami
Mueller scoring t h r e e
points and Swagerty h;
down two more rebounds.

If five men ever played as a
team and reserved their tributes
as a unit, then the Tiger quintet
certainly did Saturday. Perhaps
the finest individual effort of the
night was the play of Bruce Par
sons who held hot shot guard
Russ Gumina to a mere 14 points
(enough to drop him from the
top 10 scorers in the conference),
and in the mean time found time
to hit for an unbelievable eight
for nine from the floor
and a
total of 21 points, all scored in
the second half. This perform
ance brought Parsons to a 58.3%
field goal average which is second
in the league.

David Fox who has f
come into his own put or
show of the season to date,
engineered the Tiger offense
at the same time found tin
pour through 23 points.

However it would be difficult
to overlook the defensive effort
of Bob Krulish who held the po
tential Ail-American Joe Ellis to
a mere two points in the first half
and twelve for the game.
The most exciting duel of all

There can be no question
this team is able to function
unit. Rather than being a
composed of stars, it is a sta
team composed of some o!
best coached athletes this so
has seen in many a year.

Also worthy of mention w;
outstanding all around per
ance of sophomore forwarc
Selim. He showed the pr
of great things to come ant
ther proved that the team i:
able of carrying on despit
mid-season loss of startet
Kelley.

FLORSHEIM
A proud tradition
on every campus

Tigers To Meet Lions, Waves
This weekend the Pacific basketballers will again pound the
hardwood here at home for what
should prove to be their easiest
victories of the second half of
WCAC competiion. Friday night
the Tigers will host the Pepperdine Waves at the Pacific Gym
nasium and then the Loyola Lions
on Saturday night at the Civic
Auditorium.
Pepperdine will come into
Stockton still smoking from a
victory over Santa Barbara in
which they scored 98 points. Al
though the Waves are a short
team, they have several sharp
shooters including Tandy Holmes
who ranks third in the league's
scoring race with a 19.4 point

average per game. Pacific beat
Pepperdine 97-84 in their first
meeting in Los Angeles.
The Lions of Loyola should
prove to be more formidable op
ponents.
Most of the team's
scoring punch will come from
Bob Burns and Clete Adelman
who are the fifth and tenth place
scorers in the league respectively.
Ken Peterson pulls down an
average of 11.7 rebounds per
game to rank third in the league
behind Keith Swagerty and Er
win Mueller of USF.
If the Tigers are able to nail
down two wins this weekend, they
will be one win short of completing a perfect 11 win home stand
this season.

Lugo soys: "A g o o d pizza is like a woman, it must be
chilled and warmed, foundled and beaten - caressed
and copied - but, like a woman, it is well worth the
trouble.
TRY A LUGO PIZZA AND YOU'LL SEE!
//

Acclaimed the finest by those who know,//

121 E. Fremont

Stockton, California

Pizza

Spaghetti
Raviolis
Salads
Hamburgers Cheeseburgers Rib-Eye Steak
Orders to take out 463-6544

Stockton's Largest Shoe
Store for Men and Boys

Style Illustrated
$24.95
in black, brown or weathered moss

...in you! Florsheim strides briskly into Spring with an all new line

of spirited stylings, rich, luxurious leathers and colors to rival nature
itself. More brouges, more slip-ons, more genuine mocs, more of everything elegant. And all fashioned with the incomparable quality that has
long made Florsheim America's standard of fine shoe value!

JEFFFRY BROS
F L O R S H E I M

S H O E S

OPEN THURSDAY NIGHTS 'TIL 9 P.M.
218 E. Main, Directly across from the new courthouse

Open 11 A.M. Daily

Use Your Bankamericard

I

Member Park and Shop

£p^Z. 18,
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(Accreditation Report: Satisfactory
.
rr\ /Muieirr •*!-»/>
/-»
fhe report
following
the \
No

ker visit of the Accreditation
'gen, nllnittee for the Association of
J* festern Colleges indicates satisleil iCtoty progress in various areas
t (iJer quest'on 'n previous visits.

•f, pr Wallace Greves, Academic
m, ^.President of the University,
ujj ported recently on the Accredi
tor! Committee's report: "This
js the least critical visitation by
|je committee in recent years.
f0c [W were very much interested
I n , the development of our cluster
°H ollege program.

THE CLUSTER COLLEGE
,Lncept was so new that no
j borough study was made at this
line. But the committee did feel
bat the system is setting a pace
ijajr institution sthroughout the
ij ation in handling large numbers
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Last Saturday the Pacific mer
men traveled to San Luis Obispo
to whip Fresno State and Cal
Poly in a double-dual meet. This
brings their record to six wins
and three losses in dual meet
competition.
Four Tigers turned their best
time of the season. Roger Bird
churned to a 1:37.4 clocking in
the 200 yard freestyle. Fifteen
minutes later he came back to
turn in a season best of 5:28.4 in
the 500 yard freestyle.
Others were Phil Strick in the
50 yard freestyle (22.9); Don
Livoni in the 200 yard Individual
Medley (2:15.8); and Jim Hayes

in the 200 yard breaststroke
(2:24.8).
Coach Connor Sutton stated
that the medley relay team has a
good chance to qualify for the
National College Championship
Swim Meet in March. He said
also that Phil Strick in the sprints
and Larry Huiras in the middle
distance butterfly events have a
good chance of making the na
tional meet.
The Bengal tankers had a meet
yesterday with Chico State in
Chico. Today they are at Eugene
for a meet with the University of
Oregon, and tomorrow they are
at Corvallis for a meet with the
Oregon State Ducks.

Great Going Against USF - Now
Let'} Get Loyola and Pepperdine

The

END ZONE

if

with

ders, trim lapels, now
anything

Madison

teaching loads light enough that
the faculty would have plenty of
time for counseling.
It was also noted that the
Graduate School had been
strengthened since its infancy in
1960. But felt that a larger staff,
such as in Public School Admin
istration, was needed. A smaller
group will come back to the Uni
versity in 2 or 3 years to check on
the school's progress concerning
laboratories and the library. It
was also suggested that the grad
uate program grant more fellow
ships to bring in more competant
students.
The Master's Program was
found to be very strong. But
again the suggestion was made to

Straight-

lightly padded shoul
are

.

UOP Mermen Win at Cal Poly

More natural than
ever. Why? The pro

«

of students effectively and hu
manely. They felt this was ex
tremely important with the rapid
ly changing social situation in to
day's colleges."
On specific subjects the com
mittee submitted quite thorough
reports.
During the I960 visit the libr
ary had been a major concern but
the committee was quite satisfied
with the number and capability
of the staff for the size of the
library. They felt that the doub
ling of the present building indi
cated the academic interest at the
University.
THE SCHOOL OF Education
was found to be most respectable,
with a suggestion to keep the

but

Avenue.

American as apple pie,

You're under 25
but you drive like an expert.

Why should you have to pay

"

reduce the teaching load of those
involved with the program.
THE LAST MAJOR topic was
Faculty Compensation. The Uni
versity's faculty seemed to have
high morale, and progress in
salaries had been made since
1960, although continued pro
gress in this area was urged.
The Accreditation Committee
is composed of faculty members
of other colleges in the region,
and is headed by an Executive
Secretary, who in this case was
Dr. Herrick of Mills College. A
visit to each Association member
is arranged once every five years
to make sure that the member in
stitution ahs eithe rupheld cer
tain standards or has improved
upon their standards.
The committee's report is then
submitted to the association, who
in turn either continues with pro
visions for improvement, or dis
continues accreditation.

Track Clinic
The University of the Pacific
will host a track clinic Saturday,
Feb. 26, on the UOP campus.
Heading up the clinic will be the
nationally known track coach of
the University of California at
Berkeley, Sam Bell.
The clinic will be open to all
those interested.
The major
events to be considered will be
the hurdles, shot put, and the
high jump.
The clinic is sponsored by the
San Joaquin County Unit of
CAPHER (California Associa
tion for Health, Physical Educa
tion and Recreation).

Volleyball Competition
All men interested in entering
a team in the intramural six-man
volleyball competition come to
the volleyball managers' meeting
Thursday, February 24, at 44:15
in Room 202 in the Gym.
This will be the only oppor
tunity to sign up a team. Rules
and the schedule will be dis
cussed.
Monday, Feb. 28, at 4:15 is the
date and time reserved for the
Basketball Free Throw competi
tion. No prior sign up is re
quired.

with

great

clothing savor. If you
haven't tried the moda, el yet, the time to do

£». so
„ is
•

now.

&

Hair

Sentry says you may
not have to. A simple
questionnaire could save
you up to $50 or more.
Call the Sentry man
for fast facts.

<
GREAT SKIS
FOR RENT
Rent Heads from us by the
day .. . and you'll find out
why so many skiers buy
them from us. Choice of
models to match your ski
ing ability.

20 N. C alifornia St.
1718 Pacific Ave.

MUN PLANS
Planning is beginning for
Pacific's part in the Model
United Nations Conference to be
held in San Francisco April 2730. UOP will represent the Re
public of Iran at the MUN.
As a preliminary to this con
ference, UOP will also send dele
gates to a regional conference
Sat., March 26 at Sonoma State
College.
Pacific will represent
more than one country. Stu
dents interested in planning and
participating in the conferences
may attend1 a meeting Thurs.,
Feb. 24 at 7:30 p.m., top of the

NARANJADO PHOTOS
Students new to the campus
this semester who want their
photo in this year's Naranjado
may do so by contacting Yoshikawa Studios, 463-7941 for an
appointment. Deadline is March
1.

SCHOLARSHIP FORMS
Deadline date for submitting
scholarship applications for the
school year 1966-67 is March 1,
1966. Forms may be picked up
for this purpose in Room 105,
Administration Building.

(Continued from Page 4)
ject matter he wishes to teach,
but he can also change education
levels (fo rinstance he might find
himself better suited to elemen
tary rather than secondary teach
ing) . And most important, he
can get the feel of teaching and
discover what his profession
holds for him in the future."

KONRAD'S

6

Men Shop

The following Friday, Feb. 25,
at 7:30 p.m. the club will host a
"French Evening" which will
feature M. Alain Genet's slides
of his home, Grenoble, France, in
the French Alps.
Both events are open to the
public and will be held at the
"Top of the Y." Admission is
free.
The International Club also
offers assistance to new students
on campus. Anyone wishing to
make use of this service should
contact club representatives dur
ing office hours (5-6 p.m.) at the
"Top of the Y."

Student Teaching..

extra for your car insurance?

they're spicing men's
appetites

INTERNATIONAL CLUB
Pacific's International Club has
announced plans for its first two
activities of the Spring semester.
Saturday, Feb. 19, at 7:30 in the
evening the club will present an
"International Night" which a
club spokesman promises will
feature "cosmopolitan entertain
ment."

Delicious Home-Made

SENTRY IT INSURANCE
EUGENE "GENE" HEIL
2221 Buena Vista Avenue
PHONE
466-7163

UStVid e7if£ei/,i
-fat £tfety SfayiT'
145 E. WEBER AVENUE
STOCKTON

Ice Cream
2011 Pacific Ave.
Sunday Noon — 9 p.m.
Daily — 8:30 a.m. - 9 p.m.
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Annual Pacific-St. Mary's Philosophy Meeting
"How to Make Our Ideas
Clear" will be the theme of the
Annual Pacific - St. Mary's Phil
osophy Meeting slated for to
morrow at noon in the small din
ing room of Grace Covell Hall.
According to Dr. William D.
Nietmann, professor of philos
ophy, "It is only once every two
years that Pacific is fortunate

enough to sponsor an event such
as this on campus."
The meeting, which is being
promoted by Phi Sigma Tau, na
tional honorary society of phil
osophy, and the Pacific Philoso
phy Club, will open with a lunch
eon
after
which Charles S.
Peirce, writer and philosopher,
will view the theme from various

New English Program ...
(Continued from Page 5)
tion rather than competition is
bred."
"The main thing here," con
cluded Ross, "is the possible
benefit to the high school stu
dents. There is great concern to
day that English teachers have
not been given proper training
for their position.
Here is a
pattern of innovation, a new per
spective on the problem."
ASKED WHAT EFFECT
such an original graduate pro
gram concept migh have upon
undergraduate college education,
the committee agreed that the
specialization, the goal-directedness of their proposal was not
particularly applicable to under
graduate aims; however, if Co
vell College and Raymond Col
lege have influenced COP ideas,

perhaps the Institute, assuming it
is established, would have a
similar provocative power.
The administration, represent
ed by Graves, is enthusiastic and
hopeful about the program,
last one full academic year, be
ing divided into unequal blocks
of time rather than into semes
ters. In place of grading, stu
dents and professors w o u l d
schedule
frequent
analyzation
sessions, for free criticism and
evaluation of professors as well
as of students. Better methods
of teaching on both the high
school and the college levels
would constantly be examined.
"Such methods are tremendously
stimulating to students and in
structors," noted Leiter. "Profes
sors must be, and enjoy being,
alert all the time, and so do the

tmfiu JL<m
3232 Pacific Avenue
Phone 464-5251

• » •» c*.rt • • •

YOUR HEADQUARTERS FOR
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angles while presenting the audi
ence with a number of personal
observations.
The particular theme, "How to
Make Our Ideas Clear," is taken
from a selection written by Peirce
and is available in most antholo
gies of his writings. The Uni
versity Book Store is now carry
ing two paperbacks which include
the selection — "Values in a Uni
verse of Chance" edited by Philip
Weiner and "The American
Pragmatists" by Konvitz and
Kennedy.

Hawaii
Summer
Sessions

Tiger Quide
Today
,
Basketball — Pepperdine — here
Senior Debate Tournament
The Victors — "Y" Film 3:30, 7:30
Kappa Psi Rush Dinner — 7-9:30
Ranch
"The Magic Flute" — Opera 8 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 19
WRA Gymnastics Sportsday
—
Univ. of Nevada
Basketball — Loyola
here
Phi Delta Chi Rush Dinner —
Islander 5:30 p.m.
"The Magic Flute" — Opera 8 p.m.
Y
Student - Faculty
Retreat
Eagles Cottage
WRA Officers Retreat — 9:30-12
Sunday, Feb. 20
Y
Student - Faculty
Retreat
Eagles Cottage

"The Magic Flute

Opera 2

P-U.

Monday, Feb. 21
Y Film — "Through A Glass Da.i
|„
30. 7:30.
9:3d
v" —
ley"
— 3:30,
7:30, 9:30
Phi Delta Chi, Kappa Psi pref
ence Day — 4 p.m.
American Society of Civil Eng
^gineet, J
Meeting 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Feb. 22
Faculty Retreat
Washington's Birthday
Basketball -— St. Mary's — there
Band Frolic rehearsals — 10-6
Thursday, Feb. 24
Salinas High School Symphony
Orchestra — 11 a.m. — (_cr
servatory
Playbox Theatre — "Mary, Mary"
— 5 p.m.
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McCLELLAN AIR FORCE BASE
AT SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

Earn university credits while
enjoying your summer in beauti
ful Hawaii with the nationally
popular Howard Tour — a 57day program for only $549, plus
$10 tax — the program in which
you "live in" and enjoy Hawaii
— not just see it; the tour in
which you participate in the very
best of Island living, not just
hear about it.
The dour price above includes
roundtrip United Air Lines jet
travel between the West Coast
and Hawaii, residence and ac
commodations, and the most
diversified itinerary of the high
est quality and largest number
of dinners, parties, shows, cruis
es, sightseeing events, beach ac
tivities, cultural functions, and
other tour services.
Waikiki apartments with daily
maid service, steamship passage,
and travel to Neighbor Islands
are available at adjusted tour
rates.
Complete details are available
on this campus through Mrs.
Edith S. Adkins. Her telephone
number is 466-3581.

ANNOUNCES CAMPUS INTERVIEWS FOR
ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC, INDUSTRIAL,
MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERS

Jrc
On

$6207 to $7304 Per Annum

Th
flin
ADMINISTRATIVE TRAINEES $5181 to $6269 Per Annum ligib
lent:
McClellan Has a Continuing Requirement for a Large Number of
In
ions i
Electrical, Electronic, Industrial, Mechanical and
latin
Aerospace Engineers
tee f'
Administrative Trainee Positions are in such fields
as follows: lave
Thesi
ACCOUNTANTS $6036 to $6890 Per Annum

Logistics Support — Personnel Administration — Contract Admin-

stration — Production Management — Technical Supply Support an or
Accounting
son '

ter,y'
TAT
their Bachelors or Masters Degrees by June 1966
Gene
U.S. Civil Service Procedures Apply — U.S. Citizenship Required Comi
jecto:
to sp
An Equal Opportunity Employer
tious
A Recruiting Representative Will Be At The Campus For
A
Applications are being accepted from students who will receive

Personal Interviews on 21 February, 1966
Consult Your Placement Office for Further Details and to
Arrange for Interview Appointments

COME TO TIGER COUNTRY . . .
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What did you expect in something that looks this good? An ordinary 6?
Open the hood and you'll see glaring back at you America's first production
overhead cam engine. A shiny new 6 like no 6 you've ever driven before. A 6 with
the camshaft up over the valves so it can pull more power out of a cubic inch
without sacrificing economy,
or reliability.
A u
6 that
like an
8.
-v.
J„ smoothness
o,,,wl.„,Coo u,
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The tiger comes in two tunes; 165-hp regular-gas miser standard in
Tempests and LeMans. And a 207-hp, high-rpm, premium-fuel bewitcher y
get when you order the optional sports package. We have them, come drive oi. _
Then ask yourself why somebody didn't think of something this good before.

DELTA PONTIAC, INC.
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